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Sampling theory is a practical
subject
n Dictionary has N= 997 pages
n Vocabulary =

     words recognized, page
n Simple random sample of n=50 dictionary

pages
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… a practical subject
95% confidence interval estimate of

vocabulary:
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Laplace (1802)



Laplace (1802)
Population of France

Ratio estimated from a census of a
representative set of départements† 

= (numberof births) ¥
population size

number of births



A. N. Kiaer (period 1891-1905)



A. V. Peshekhonov (1896)
n First “independent” survey in Russia

n Took a “mechanical”  (systematic) sample
of every 10th landholding (according to a
listing of such holdings), in the Kozel
district of Kaluga province



Karl Pearson (1903)



Karl Pearson (1903)
n Established the population-sample

terminology in theoretical statistics
n “If the whole of a population were taken

we should have certain values for its
statistical constants, but in actual
practice we are only able to take a
sample ....”  Biometrika 2, 273



F. Y. Edgeworth (1906)



A. L.  Bowley (1906)



A. L. Bowley (1912)
n Study of poverty in Reading

n Systematic sample of 1 in 10, then 1 in 20
households

n Estimated standard errors using formula
for simple random sampling with
replacement



A. L. Bowley (1912)
“Actually we have a greater security and a

smaller margin of error than this formula
shows, because our samples were
deliberately taken from houses distributed
nearly uniformly through the towns,
whereas the formula applies to samples
taken quite at random, as if the houses
had been numbered and numbers drawn
from a bag….”



A. A. Tschuprow (Chuprov)
(1910, 1916, 1923)



A. A. Tschuprow
n 1910: address on sampling to meeting of

Russian Natural Scientists and Physicians in
Moscow

n 1917: survey with Kohn, estimates employing
correct variance formula

n 1923:  paper in Metron
“The formulae of the chapter V below contain all

what can be of need for the study of one
variable on the lines of sampling when the
construction of ‘unreplaced tickets’ is chosen.”



Jerzy Neyman  (1934)



Lindeberg (1922), Feller (1935)



P. Erdös and A. Rényi (1959)



Central limit theorem for finite
population sampling: first step
n SRS without replacement
n WLOG population mean = 0
n Sample sum characteristic function is
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P.C. Mahalanobis (period 1935-
1946)



P. C. Mahalanobis
n 1937-1941: design of annual survey to

estimate area of jute crop in Bengal
n Interpenetrating network of subsamples
n Assessment and control of errors,

especially non-sampling errors
n Sample variance of k replicate means

estimates k times variance of overall
mean



P. C. Mahalanobis
n (1946) Recent experiments in statistical

sampling at the ISI. JRSS 109, 325-378.
n “These might also have been called

‘double samples’, but this would probably
have raised misapprehensions about cost
in the minds of administrators.”



J. W. Tukey (1958)

n Jackknife for variance estimation

n Bias and confidence in not-quite large
samples (abstract). Annals of
Mathematical Statistics 29, 614



J.N.K. Rao and C.-F. J. Wu
(1988)



Dictionary pages have
identifiers



Map of Reading



V. P. Godambe (1955,1966)



V. P. Godambe (1955, 1966)
n Presence of identifiers or “labels” greatly

increases the number of design-and-
estimator strategies from which to choose

n A “superpopulation” model or pre-model
is necessary to choose among strategies
and inform inference



Jaroslav Hájek (1959)



J. Hájek (1959)
Optimum strategy and other problems in

survey sampling. Casopis pro Pestovani
Mathematiky 84, 387-423.

                     form the initial segment of
                      a stationary process
We want to estimate
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n The autocorrelation function
    is a convex function of integers
    u.
n The unbiased design-and-estimator

strategy which minimizes the
superpopulation expectation of the
sampling variance  …..
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 … is one in which the sampling design is
systematic sampling along this line:

     |____|______|__|______|__|_______|

 -- minimizes the variance of the sample number
in any interval
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Uniform  Sampling
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Applications of uniform
sampling in higher dimensions
n Field exploration

n Quasi-Monte Carlo integration

n Computer experiments


